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Covering the Set of Integers by Congruence Classes
of Distinct Moduli
By S. L. G. Choi
Abstract. A set of congruences is called a covering set if every integer belongs to at least
one of the congruences. Erdös has raised the following question: given any number N, does
there exist a covering set of distinct moduli such that the least of such moduli is N. This has
been answered in the affirmative for N up to 9. The aim of this paper is to show that there
exists a covering set of distinct moduli the least of which is 20. Recently, Krukenberg independently and by other methods has also obtained results up through iV = 18.

Suppose a is a set of integers. The set of congruence classes h¡ mod /»,(/ = 1,2, • • • , t) is said to be a covering set for a if every integer of a belongs to at
least one of the congruence classes h{ mod m{. The question (see Problem 42 in [1])
has been raised whether for every N there exists a covering set of congruence classes
hi mod mt(i = 1,2, • • ■ , t) of distinct moduli for the set of all integers such that
N ^ m, < m2 ■■■ < mt.

For N = 3, Davenport and Erdös, and Fried have exhibited such covering sets.
Swift settled the case N = 6, Selfridge succeeded in constructing a covering set where
N = 8, and Churchhouse (see [2]) had results for N = 9.ln this paper, we shall construct a covering set of congruence classes /z, mod m{ (i = 1, 2, • • • , t) for the set of
integers where 20 = mi < m2 < • • • < mt. It should be mentioned that, recently,
Krukenberg has obtained results through N = 18 independently and by other methods
(see [3]). It is conceivable that a further elaboration of the method of the present paper
is capable of producing a more favorable N than 20 but the amount of computations
may then become prohibitive. Finally, it should perhaps be mentioned that the
question of determining if there exists a covering set of distinct odd moduli has also
been raised but is still open.
Notations. We denote by Z the set of integers. We denote by \m) a congruence
class modulo m and, for h ^ 2, we denote by {m}h h distinct congruence classes
modulo m. Precisely which of the m congruence classes modulo m are implied by the
notation \m) or \m\h will be determined (in an obvious manner) by the context in
which we use \m} and \m}k.
The following four theorems are essential to the underlying idea in our construction.
Theorem 1. If the congruence class a mod m is covered by the congruence classes
ax mod mx, • • ■ ,a, mod m„ then for any b, the congruence class b mod m is covered by
c¡ mod mx, ■■■ , c, mod mt, where
Ci = a,- + (b — a),

i = 1, 2, • • • , t.
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Proof Let n be any integer belonging to b mod m. Then n + (a — b) belongs to
a mod m so that n + (a — b) is contained in a¡ mod m¡ for some i satisfying 1 ^ i ^ /.
Hence, n is contained in a, + (b — a) mod m{.
Theorem 2. Suppose the congruence class a mod m can be covered by the congruence
classes ax mod mi, • • • , a,mod m,. Thenfor any naturalnumber c, the congruence class a
mod mc can be covered by the congruence classes a'xmod m¡c, • • • ,a\ mod mtc, where
a'i = c(a¡ — a) + a,

í = 1, 2, • • • , /.

Proof. Let « be any given integer belonging to a mod cm. Then n — a belongs to
0 mod cm. Since a mod m is covered by ax mod m^ • • • , at mod m¡, Theorem 1
implies that 0 mod m is covered by (a¡ — a) mod mu • • • ,(at — a) mod m„ Hence, 0
mod cm is covered by c(fli — a) mod cmu • • • , c(a, — a) mod cm¡, since if b* belongs

to 0 mod cm, then ri*/c belongs to 0 mod m and so there is some /, 1 íí í á t, with
n*/c contained in (a, — a) mod m¿. Thus «* = c(n*/c) belongs to c(a¡ — a) mod cm,.
Hence, n — a belongs to some congruence class c(üí — a) mod cmis where i satisfies
1 :£ j g, t so that « belongs to c(a, — a) + a mod an«.
Theorem 3. Let nbe a natural number. Then the congruence class 0 mod n is covered
by the congruence classes {2k}, {.3b}, {22b}, {2-3b}, {22-3b}.
Proof. We note that 0 mod 1 is the union of 1 mod 2, 0 mod 4 and 2 mod 4. Now
0 mod 4 is the union of 0 mod 22■3, 4 mod 22■3 and 8 mod 22•3. Since 0 mod 22•3 is
contained in 0 mod 3 and 4 mod 22•3 in 4 mod 2• 3, we see that 0 mod 4 is covered by 0
mod 3, 4 mod 2-3 and 8 mod 22-3. Hence, the congruence classes 1 mod 2, 2 mod 4,
0 mod 3,4 mod 6 and 8 mod 12 constitute a covering set for 0 mod 1. Finally, Theorem
3 is a direct consequence of this covering set and Theorem 2.
Corollary. For any r ^ 1, the set of congruence classes [2n\, [22n\, ■• • , \2'n\,
{3-2r_IB}, !2r+1n}, {2r-3B¡, {2r+1-3n} covers the congruence class 0 mod n.

Proof. For r = 1, the Corollary is simply a restatement of Theorem 3; and for
r 2ï 2, the congruence classes {2}, {22}, • • • , {2r~2}, {2r_1}2 form a covering set for
the integers. Theorems 3 and 1 imply a class {2r_1} can be covered by {2r_1-2j,
{2r_1-3}, {2-1-22}, {2'_I-2-3}, {2r_1-22-3}; and now we obtain the Corollary by

applying Theorem 2.
Theorem 4. Suppose the set 'y of integers can be covered by (m,}°', {m2}a', • • • ,
\m,}a' where mx < m2 < • • • < m, and at = 1 or 2 (i «■ 1, 2, • • • , i)- Suppose
further that for every pair i, j satisfying 1 g£ j < i á t, the relation m^J1 = 2' cannot
hold for any natural number s unless a¡ = 1. Then there exists a covering set of con-

gruence classes \nx\, \n2}, • ■• , \n¡] of distinct moduli for y where
m¡ =

«i < n2 <

• • • < «¡.

Proof We may suppose that a,- = 2 for at least one i satisfying 1 5» / ^ / since
otherwise we already have the theorem. We denote by 2Dthe set of integers mu m2, •• • ,
mt; and by C the subset of 20 consisting of those integers such that the corresponding
a,- appearing in {w,}°' is equal to 2. We then partition Q into nonempty disjoint
subsets d, • • • , e„ where C¿ (i = 1, 2, • • • , v) consists of those integers of 6 such
that the exact power of 3 dividing them is k(, where 0 ^ kt < k2 < • • • < kv. For
i = 1, 2, • • • , v, we denote any integer in e< by c< and we denote by c™inand c™81the

least and the largest of the integers in e,. Clearly, we have
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0 {«-r*=(ù u m)w(0 {«.})•
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iiESi

/

\ i -1

/

Now, as is possible by Theorem 1 and the Corollary of Theorem 3, we can cover ¡c.)

by
{2c,-}, ••■ , {2"c,},

{3-2"-Ici},

{2"' +1c,.},

{2ri-3-C,},

{2" +1.3-c,};

and we choose r, inductively so that
(2)

2"cTn > m,

and
(3)

2r'cT" > 2ri+, +1-3-c^

(i = v -

l,o - 2, ••• , 1).

On defining 20; and SD^by
(4)

20, -

U

{2c<, •■• , 2ric,, 3-2r'-1c„ 2r<+1c„ 2"-3-C<, 2,, +1-3-c,}

t,ee¡

and

(5)

3J* = U {*}>
d¡6í>¡

we obviously have

U M C di€Di
U {*}= »?.

aee¡

so that, in view of (1), we have

0 {«.■}" C 20*VJ ... \J SD*\J \mi\ U ••• VJ {«,,}.
i-i
To establish the theorem, it thus suffices to show the following:
(i) For any given / satisfying 1 á i á P, the integers in 20< are all distinct.

(ii) If x G 20<and y G 2D,-where i ^ j, then x ?* y.
(iii)

If x G 20j where /' satisfies 1 á i á r, then x ?¿ m¡ for any j satisfying

We first show that (i) holds. Suppose 2"l3ß'sx, 2"'3ß's2 are two integers belonging
to 20i, where ax âO,«^
0, Ä^0,j3,H
and su s2 G C The same exact power of
3 divides both Si and s2. We may further assume that sx j¿ s2, so that without loss of
generality sx > s2 (since if Si = s2, then, clearly, 2a'3ßlsx, 2"'3ß's2 are different). Then
Si = 2°s2 cannot hold for a natural number s since there are two congruence classes
of modulus s2 in the set {mx}"l ,-•-,{ m ¡}° '. Therefore, there exists a prime p ( ¿¿ 2, 3)

so that the exact power of p dividing Si is not equal to that dividing s2.
Thus, 2a%3ßtSi9¿ 2a'3ß's2, as required.

Next, we show that (ii) holds. We may suppose without loss of generality i > j.
Then (3) implies that y is either greater than any integer in 20¿ and in this case we
already have the validity of (ii), or else y = 2kCiwhere k > 0 and c¡ G 6/- Since x is
of the type 2a3"ci where a ^ 0, ß ^ 0 and c¿ G C<, clearly, y cannot be equal to x,
the exact power of 3 dividing x being clearly greater than the corresponding one for y.
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Finally, we show that (iii) is true. In view of (2) and (3), x is either greater than m,
(and in this case obviously jc and m, cannot be equal) or x is of the type 2*c, where
k > 0 and c, G C<-Now, the equality between x and m¡ would imply that m¡ = 2kmx
since Ci is equal to some mx where / satisfies 1 g / g t. This is clearly an impossibility
since a, = 2.
Prior to the actual construction of the required covering set for Z, we shall here
introduce some further definitions and notations.
Definition 1. Let a be a set of integers. Then the set of congruence classes
\mi}"\ ■■■, {bj,}°", where bî! < • • • < m, anda; = 1 or 2(/ = 1, 2, • • • , t), is said
to be a-good if a is covered by {m,)"', • ■• , \m,}°' and if for every pair i, j, satisfying 1 & j < / á t, the relation w.mj1 = 2' cannot hold for a natural number s
unless a, = 1.
In view of Theorem 4, the existence of an a-good set implies the existence of a
covering set of congruence classes of distinct moduli for a such that the least modulus
of the latter is not smaller than the least modulus of the former.
Definition 2. An integer n is said to belong to Oi • • • q, where a¿ is the zth largest
prime divisor of n (i = 1,2, • • • , r). Thus, if qx > q2 > • • • > q, are all the distinct
prime divisors of n, then n belongs to each of the s integers
aia2 ■■■ qr

(r =

1, 2, •••

, s).

Definition 3. Suppose S is a set of congruence classes. Then we define the index of S
to be the smallest of the moduli of the congruence classes in S.
In view of the above definitions and Theorem 4, our aim in this paper is to show
that there is a Z-good set of index 20.
It is almost self-evident that if 9Cis a-good and 'y is (B-good, and if a certain prime
divides each of the moduli in 9Cbut none of those in <y,then X KJ <yis a W (B-good.
On making use of this fact, we see that the following theorems (Theorems 5-13) clearly
imply that KJ^.i ai is Z-good. That ^/J., a¿ is of index 20 is easily verified. Perhaps,
we should mention that a little scrutiny is required to verify that a3, together with the
congruence classes in (I) of Theorem 8, form a {24} U S-good set, where S is the set
covered by (I). Finally, we mention that the parameter k appearing in the following
theorems stands for any given integer > 111.
Theorem 5. A Z-good set is the set of congruence classes {22}, {23}, {24}, |25}2,
{2-3}, {22-3}, {23-3}2, {2-32}, {22-32}2, {33}, {2-33}2. We denote by e, the set
{26}2, {23-3}2,

{22-32}2,

{33}, {2-33}2.

Theorem 6.* There exists a {22}-good set a2 of congruence classes whose moduli all

belong to 5, namely
{32-5},
[2

-3

-5

} a-0,1 :0-O,1.2,3;t-2,3,4i

\2-3ß-5}ß.U2,3,
{2 -3

"5

J/J-0,1,2,8

; 7-1.2,3,4

■

Theorem 7. There exists a {2*}-goodset a3 of congruence classes whose moduli all
belong to 1, namely
* It will be noticed that the moduli listed in Theorems 6-13 invariably include some which
are not actually used in the proofs, and this is done for the convenience of listing. It is also clear
that these moduli in excess in no way affect the final outcome in our present approach concerning
the computation of the smallest modulus used in a covering set of distinct moduli.
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(2-7

},

{2 -3 -5

-7 } o-2,3:0-0,1:7-0,1;5-1,2

where we exclude the case a = 2, ß = 1,7 = 0, and
\2 -3 -5

-7 Jo-0,1 ;7-0,l;J-l,2-

Theorem 8. There exists a {2-3}-good set a4 of congruence classes whose moduli

all belong to 7, 11-7, 37-11-7, 13-7, 13-11-7, 371311-7 or 37-13-7. 77ie.secobgruence classes fall into 3 main categories, namely,
{72},
(2

(I)

{2-3i-73}|=0,1,2,

-3-7

j a-0,1.2;7-l
o-O.l

[32-5!-r],
Í3<,-5Í-7V-118},
(II)

{3'7*j

9-0.1,21

,2>
;0-O,l

¡7-1,21

{2-32-5¡-r}lo.l;y-i.2.

í2-3"-5'3-7T-llil2

0=0,1,2:0-0,1,

••-,4:7-1,2;5-l,2,

••-,*,

{2-3-5í-7-ir-37}í.1,2,..,74;r.1,
r8
(2-3-7-lld-37}í.1,2,...,37.

[2a-3í-5,-7T-ir-13}

(III)

[2 -3 -5 "Il

-7

Io-0,l:i9-0,l,..-,t;8-0,l

¡7-1,2:6-0.Il

• 1 3 ¡ ß_0,1 , ••■.¡t.S-O.l ;7-l,2;<-0,li

|2 -3 -5 -7 -13-11

■37}ij_i,2,...,74;a-o,i;i-o,j;7-i,2-

2

Theorem 9. There exists a \22-3\-good set a5 of congruence classes whose moduli
all belong to 11 or 11-37 but none of these moduli is divisible by 1. These congruence
classes are
{2a-3*-57-ll},

{22-3ff-57-ll}2,

where a —0, 1; ß = 0, 1, • ■■, k ; y = 0, 1 but the case a=ß

= y = 0is excluded, and

\2 -3 -5 *37-11 }ß-i,2.••■.74;7-o.i-

Theorem 10. There exists a \2-32}-good set as of congruence classes whose moduli
all belong to 13 or 13-37 but none of these moduli is divisible by 7. These congruence
classes are

{s^-ir-n5},

{2-3a-5í-ir-i3i}2,

where a = 0, 1, 2, 3; ß = 0, 1; y = 0, 1; 8 = 1, 2, but the case a = ß = y = 0,
5=lw
excluded.
Theorem 11. There exists a {23•3}-good set a7 of congruence classes whose moduli

all belong to 17 or 17-37. 77¡eyare
{2° ■3s- 5T -7J-11*-13*-17},

{23-3'3-5T-7ä-ir-13*-17}2,

wherea = 0, 1,2;ß = 0,1, 2, 3; y = 0, 1, 2, •• • , k, Ô» 0, 1; c = 0, 1; <j>
= 0, 1 but
we exclude the case a = ß=y=8=e
{23-3-5T-37-17}7

= <t>= 0, and
= I,2,..,lu.

Theorem 12. There exists a {23• 3}-good set a8 of congruence classes whose moduli

all belong to 19 or 37 19. They are
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{2"-3"-5T-7!-lle-13*-17*-19},

{23-3"-57-75-11'-13*-17*-19}2,

wherea - 0, 1, 2; ß - 0, 1, 2, 3; y = 0, 1, • • , k; S = 0, 1; < = 0, 1; 4>- 0,1;
\f>= 0, 1 om/ we exclude the case a = ß=y=5=e

= <b=\r'

= 0, and

{2,-3.5T-17*-37.19}7.1.s,....1)li#_o.i.

Theorem 13. 77ie/-eex/sis a {23• 3}-good set a9 of congruence classes whose moduli

all belong to 23, 23-37, 29 or 31. They are
{2a-3fl-57-7J-ll<-13*-17*-19x-23},

{23- 3ß-5y-f-

IIe-13*-17*- 19x-23}2

where a = 0, 1, 2; 0 = 0, 1, 2, 3; 7 = 0, 1, • • • , k; 5 = 0, 1; e = 0, 1; <b= 0, 1;
* = 0, 1; X = 0, 1,
{23-3-51'-17*-19x-23-37}T_1,2,..,111;i_„.liX_o.1
ÛB(/

2a-3/3-5Y-7 -ll'-23"-a},

[23-3'i-5Y-75-23''-a!2

wherea = 0, 1, 2; 0 = 0, 1, 2, 3; 7 = 0, 1; S = 0, 1; a = 29, 31; it = 0, 1; € = 0, 1.
We now proceed to the proofs of Theorems 5-13. The steps in the proofs will be
presented in tabulated form. In each of these tables, the right-hand column will
consist of covering sets of congruence classes for the corresponding congruence
classes in the left column.

Proof of Theorem 5.
Z

{2},

{2} = {2-3}

¡2-3},

{2-32}3

[2-32},

{2-33}3

{22},

{23},

{22-3},
{22-32}

{24},

{25}2

{23-3}2,

{2-32

[2-3"

Í2-3'

Proof of Theorem 6.
[2*

(22-5}

{22-5}2{22-3-5}6{22-52}0

S22 3-5}

{2-3-5}{22-3-5}2{22-32-5}6{22-3-52}5

\f
{f

32-5}

{32-5}{2-32-5}{22-32-5}2{22-33-5}3{22-32-52}5

33-5}3

{2-33-5}{22-33-5}2

Í22

{2£'-52}o-o.i{22-52}2{22-53}5

Í22 3-52

{2a-3-52}o-o,i{22-3-52}2{22-3-53}5

Í22

32-52}5

Í22 3ó-5¿
Í22
!22

|2a-32-52}„.0.1{22-32-52}2{22-33-52}3

{2-33-52}{22-33-52}2

,315

{2a-53}o-o..{22-53}2{22-54}5

3-5"

i2c,-3-53}«.„,l{22-3-53}2{22-32-53}3

32-53}

Í2-32-53}{22-32-53}2
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{2M4}5

{2°-54}„.„,1{22-54}2{22-3-54}3

{22-3-54}3

{2-3-54}{22-3-54}2

891

Proof of Theorem7.
{24} =

{24-7}7

{2<,-7}o-2,3{24-7}2{24-3-7}3{24-5-7}5{24-72

{24-3-7}3

{23-3-7}{24-3-7}2

{24-5-7}5

{2°-5-7}o-2,3{24-5-7}2{24-3-5-7}3

{24-3-5-7}3

{2°-3-5-7}a.2i3,4

{24-72}7

{2'"-72}o-i.2,3{24-72}2{24-3-7}3{24-5-72}5

{24-3-72}3

{23-3-72}{24-3-72}2
{2a-5-72}„_2,3{24-5-72}2{24-3-5-72}3

{24-5-72}5

{2"-3-5-72

{24-3-5-72}3

0-2,3,4

Proof of Theorem 8.
Step 1.
{2-3} = {2-3-7}7

{2a,-3-7}o-o.i.2{22-3-7-13}13{2-32-7}3

{2-3-5-7}5{2-3-72}7{2-3-7-ll}u
{2-32-7}3

{32-7}{2-32-7}2

{2-3-5-7J5

{2°-3i-5-7}«.„.1;0.„.1{2-32-5-7}3

{2-32-5-7}3

{32-5-7}{2-32-5-7}2

{2-3-72}7

{3a-72}o-o,i{2-3-72}{22-3-72}{22-3-72-13}13
{2-32-72}3{2-3-5-72}5{2-3-73}7

{2-32-72}3

{32-72}{2-32-72}2

{2-3-5-72}5

{2"-3"-5-72}o-o,i:0-o.i{2-32-5-72}3

{2-32-5-72}3

{32-5-72}{2-32-5-72}2

{2-3-73}7

{3fl-73}0.o,1{2-3^-73}|.„,1{2-32-73}3

{2-32-73}3

{32-73}{2-32-73}2

A comparison of the moduli listed in Step 1 and in (I) of Theorem 8 reveals that a
covering set of {2-3} consists of all the classes in (I) together with {22-3-7-13}13,

{22-3-72-13}13and {2-3-7- ll}11. It is the aim of Steps 2 and 3 to replace these latter
congruence classes by appropriate congruence classes which cover them.

Step 2.

{2-3-7-11}"

{3i-7-ll}0.o.1{2-3"-7-ll}0.o,1{2-32-7-ll}3
{2-3-5-7-ll}10{2-3-72-ll}7{2-3-7-ll2}11

f2-32-7-ll}3

{32-7-ll}{2-32-7-ll}2
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{3"-72-ll

{2-3-72-ll}7

{2-3-5-7-

11}10

0-O,l,2{2-3

-7 -11 {/J-o.1.2

{3s-5-7-ll}0.o.i{2-3í-5-7-ll}|_o.1{2-32-5-7-ll}3
{2-3-5-72-ll}7{2-3-52-7-ll}10

{2-32-5-7-ll}3

{32-5-7-11} {2- 32- 5-7- 11}2

{2-3-5-72- 11}7

{3fl-5-72-ll}s,0.I.2{2-3i-5-72-ll}^„.li2

similar to treatment of

{2-3-52-7-ll}10

{2-3-5*-7-ll}10

{2 • 3 • 5 • 7 • 11}10

{3í-5i-7-ll}0.„.1.2{2-3í-5*-7-ll}J.o.1,2
{3s-5i-72-ll}0,o.1.2{2-3s-5t-72-ll}32.o,I.2{2-3-5t-7-ll-37}7<

{2-3-5*-7-11 - 37}'
{2-3-7-

{2-3-57-7-ll-37}T_li2,....74

treated in a similar way to

112}11

{2-3-7- 11*}11

{3ö-7-llt}0=o.1{2-3i-7-llt}0-o,i{2-32-7-llt}3
{2-3-5-7-

{2-3-7-llt-37}37

{2 • 3 • 7 • 11}u

ll*}10{2-3-72-

ll*}7{2-3-7-

ll*-37}37

{2-3-7-ll8-37}ä.1,2.....37

Step 3. Here y = 1 or 2.
{22-3-77-13}13

{2°-3s-77-13}_0.I;,.0,1{22-3',-77-13}|.„,1{22-32-7T-13}6

{22-3-5-77-13}I0{22-3-77-ll-13}u

y-iy-i3]
{2' 3*-77-13

{2"-32-77-13}a.0.1{22-32-77-13}2{22-33-77-13}8

{2a-3t-7T-13}„.0,1{22-3*-77-13}2{22-3i-7T-13-37}74

12'"3*-77-13-37}74

{22-3"-77-13-37}0.1,2.....74

!2; 3-5-77-13}

{2"-3"-5-77-13}o.o,1;0.o.1{22-3'i-5-77-13}^o,1
{22-32-5-77-13}6

32-5-77-13}

{2".32-5-7T-13}o-o,l{22-32-5-77-13}2{22-33-5-7T-13}6

3*-5-77-13}6

{2a-3*-5-7T-13}o-o,i{22-3t-5-71'-13}2
{22-3*-5-77-13-37}74

3*-5-77-13-37}74

{22-3s-5-77-13-37}0.1,2,...,74

3-77-ll-13}n

{2"-3i,-77-ll-13}«.o,1:0.o.1{22-3fl-77-ll-13}|.„.l

{22-32-77-ll-13}6{22-3-5-77-ll-13}5
3-5-77-ll-13}5
32-7T -11 -13}6

{2"-3^-5-77-ll-13}o.o,1.2:0-0..

treated in a similar way to

{22• 32• 5 • 77 • 13}s

Proof of Theorem 9.
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{22-3} = {22-3-ll}n

{2-ll}{3-ll}{2-3-ll}{22-3i-ll}?.0.1
{22-32-ll}6{22-3-5-ll}10

{22-32-ll}6

{2"-32-ll}o-o..{22-32-ll}2{22-33-ll}a

{22-3'-ll}6

{2"-3*-ll}„_o.i{22-3*-ll}2{22-3*-U-37}

{22-3t-ll-37}74

{22-33-ll-37}0.1.2.....74
22-33-ll-37}0.1.2.....74

{22•3 - 5 • 11},0

2<r-3"-5-ll}o-o,i:0-o.i{22-3,,-5-ll}?_o,1{22-3,-5-ll}s

{22-32-5- ll}8

\¿2°-32-5-ll}„.„.1{22-32-5-ll}2{22-33-5-ll}6
-i •3-lIJa-0.i{¿
'i -3-I1)
[¿ -i -3-11)

{22-3fc-5-11}*

{2" - 3*- 5 -11} „_o., {2a - 3fc- 5 • 11}2{2a• 3*- 5 -11 - 37

{22-3*-5-11 -37}7*

{22-3/,-5-ll-37}0.1.2,..,74

74

Prooj of Theorem 10.
{2-32} = {2-32-13}13

{3"-13}a.l.2{2-3a-13}2.o.1.2{2-33-13}

{2-32-5-13}10{2-32-ll-13}u{2-3a-132}

) 13

{2-33 13}3

{33-13}{2-33-13}2

{2-32 5-13}10

{3a-5-13}o-o,i,2{2-30,-5-13}2o.0,,,2{2-33-5-13}

{2-33 5-13}3

{33-5-13}{2-33-5-13}2

{2-32 11-13}11

{3a-ll-13}«.o.1.2{2-3<,-ll-13}2„.0.1.2{2-33-ll-r'

{2-32-5-ll-13}5
{2-33 11-13}3

{33-ll-13}{2-33-ll-13}2

{2-32 5-11-13}5

{3<,-5-ll-13}o-o.i.2{2-32-5-ll-13}í

{2-32 132}13

{3"-132}o-o,i,2{2-3"-132}2.„.1.2{2-33-132}3
{2-32-5-132}10{2-32-ll-132}u

{2-33

132}3

{33-132}{2-33-132}2

{2-32 5-13'}1

treatment similar to that of

{2 • 32• 5 • 13}11°

{2-32 11-132}11

treatment similar to that of

{2 - 32• 11 • 13}

Proof of Theorem 11.
{23-3} = {23-3-17}

{2"-17}o-,,2{2',-3-17}„.0,1.2{23-3',-17}|.„.1

{23-32-17}6{23-3-5-17}'5{23-3-7-17}7

{23-3-ll-17}n{23-3-13-17}13
{23-32-17}8
{23-33-17}3

{2<r-32-17}„.„.1.2{23-32-17}2{23-33-17}3

{22-33-17}{23-33-17}2
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{23-3-5-17}'

2a-3"-5-17}o-o,i,2:0-o,i{23-3s-5-17}^o,.
23-32-5-17}6{23-3-52-17}16

¡23-32-5-17}6

2a-3i-5-17}„.o.1.2:0,2.3{23-32-5-17}2

{23-3-52-17}15

treatment similar to

{23-3-5*-17-37}111

23-3-57-17-37}T.1,2....,111

{23-3-7-17}7

2

{23-3-11-17}11

2"-3"-ll-17}„.o,1.2;0,„.1,2{23-3',-ll-17}|_„,1

{23-3-13-17}13

2"-3?-13-17}o-o,i.2:0-o,i.2{23-3i-13-17}|_o.1

{23-3-5-17}15

"3 • 7- 1 1 } 0-0,1,2,3:0-0,1

23-3-5-13-17}10

{23-3-5-13-17}10

2<"-3í-5-13-17}„=o,1,2:0,o.1{23-3í-5-13-17}2.„,I

Proof of Theorem 12.
{23-3} = {23-3-19}1

3-19}{2"-3i-19}o-i,2:0-o,i{23-3'i-19}^„.1
23-32-19}6{23-3-5-19}15{23-3-7-19}14

23-3-ll-19}n{23-3-13-19}13{23-3-17-19}17
{23-32-19}6

2a-3í-19}o-o,,,2:0-2,3Í23-32-19}2

{23-3-5'19}15

treatment similar to that of

{23-3- 5-17}15

in proof of Theorem 11
{23-3-7-19}14

2"-3fl-7-19}„.o,],2:0-o,,{23-3i-7-19}?.„,1
23-32-7-19}6{23-3-5-7-19}10

{23-32-7-19}6

2"-3'8-7-19}o-o,i.2:0-2.3{23-32-5-7-19}2

{23-3-5-7-19}10

2"-3i-5-7-19}o-o,1,2:0-0.i{23-3"-5-7-19}|_„,1

{23-3-11-19}11

2£,-3i-ll-19}o,o,1.2;0.o,1,2{23-3'i-ll-19}^o.1

{23-3-13-19}13

2a-3í-13-19}„.Oll,2:0-o,1,2{23-3íl-13-19}|.o,1

2a-3"-5-13-19}«.o,1,2;0.o,1{23-3',-5-13-19}^„,1
{23-3-17-19}17

9a7 = {19*; x G a7}

Proof of Theorem 13.
|23-3i

=

{23-3-23}23

2"-3s-23}o-o.1.2:0-0..{23-3i-23}^„,1{23-32-23}6
23-3-5-23}15{23-3-Jp-23}^.11,13.17.19

23-3-7-23}14{23-3-23-29}29{23-3-23-31}31
{23-32-23}6

similar to treatment

of

{23-3-5-23}15

similar to treatment of
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{23-3-7-23}14

similar to treatment of

{23• 3 •7 • 19}!*

{23-3-11-23}11

similar to treatment of

{23• 3 ■11 ■19}'l

{23-3-13-23}13

similar to treatment of

{23-3-13-19}13

{23-3-17-23}17

23a7 = {23x; x G a7}

{23-3-19-23}19

23a8

{23-3-23-29}29

{2 -3 -23

-29}0-0.1,2:0-0,1:7-0,i{2

-3 -23

-29}0_o,i;T-o.i

{23-32-23-29}12{23-3-5-23-29}20{23-3-7-23-29}7
{23-32-23-29}12

{2°-32-237-29}„_o.1.2;7-o,i{23-32-237-29}2.oll

{23-33-23-29}6
{23-33-23-29}6

{2 -3 -23

{23-3-5-23-29}20

{2 -3 -5-23

■29}o-o,i.2;7-o,i
■29} o_o,l,2;0_o,1 ;7-0,l

¡2 -3 -5-23 ■29}0_o,i;T_o,i
{23-3-7-23-29}7
{23-3-23-31}31

{2"-3i-7-29} o-o,i.2:0-o,i{23-3-7-23-29}
{2 -3 -23

• 31}o-o,i,2:0-o,i;7-o,i{2

-3 -23 -31 (0-0,1:7-0,1

{23-32-23-31}12{23-3-5-23-31}20{23-3-7-23-31}14

{23-3-11-23-31}11
{23-32-23-31}12

treatment similar to

{23• 32• 23 • 29}12

{23-3-5-23-31}20

treatment similar to

{23-3-5-23-29}20

{23-3-7-23-31}14

{2 -3 -7-23

■31 ¡o_o,i,2,3;0-o,i;7-o,i

{23-3-11-23-31}11

{2 -3 -11-23

• 31} o-o,i,2;0-o,i:7-o,l
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